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Cut Costs and Speed Responses with SAP IT Operations
Analytics and Lenovo XClarity Administrator
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Holistic monitoring and analysis of
your entire data center
Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data center
monitoring solution

Every day your IT teams monitor and respond to millions, if not billions, of signals
in your IT landscape – as they administer servers, oversee operating systems, and
manage applications. Teams often work in isolation from each other, relying on a
diverse collection of monitoring tools to help them identify issues and puzzle out
solutions – frequently needing to jump from one tool to another to understand the
situations at hand.
What if you had a single, proactive analytic view
that could integrate your SAP application data and
Lenovo server data, as well as your network data,
master data, agent data, and more, to deliver a
“single pane of glass” view into your
environments? What if this tool included
visualizations and dashboards that enabled you to
fully understand what’s happening in those
environments? Plus, the ability to enrich this
integrated data with predictive capabilities to
forecast future issues – and prevent them before
they occur?

With the SAP IT Operations Analytics and Lenovo
XClarity Administrator solution, you can streamline
your IT operations, speed response times, and
reduce costs with a single, unified view into both
SAP applications and Lenovo systems in your data
center operation. Gain holistic transparency
across your network and leverage fast, accurate
root cause analysis, so you can focus on analyzing
and preventing incidents instead of just reacting
to them.
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Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution

SAP and Lenovo have jointly developed a powerful
and unique software layer to analyze and optimize
modern Lenovo data centers: SAP IT Operations
Analytics and Lenovo XClarity Administrator.
SAP IT Operations Analytics enables IT and data
center administrators to oversee, operate, and
stay in complete control of their data center
operations. A proactive and holistic infrastructure
solution, it delivers a single analytic view of your
network, in real time.
With Lenovo XClarity Administrator, users can
quickly deploy, monitor, and manage multiple

systems in the data center with one centralized
resource management solution. Delivering fast,
flexible, and scalable hardware systems
management, the application seamlessly
integrates Lenovo servers, networking, and
storage, including servers running SAP HANA.
Combined, SAP IT Operations Analytics and
Lenovo XClarity Administrator provide clear visibility
into Lenovo servers and storage by integrating data
from Lenovo XClarity Administrator and information
from SAP environments hosted on Lenovo servers
– offering the best way to monitor data centers with
SAP applications running on Lenovo servers.

The joint solution integrates data from Lenovo XClarity
Administrator and information from SAP environments
hosted on Lenovo servers.
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One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution
Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution

Previously, IT teams had to employ two different
tools to get an overview of their complex data
center landscape: Lenovo XClarity Administrator
for an understanding of server performance,
operation and behavior, and another tool to view
metrics from SAP applications.
Now, these tools have been brought together
into one easy-to-use joint solution. With just
one tool, you get information from both
environments, in a single view. Application
issues are often caused by underlying
hardware situations, and vice versa. Having a
single console allows you to easily pinpoint the
cause of an issue, reducing time to resolution.

XClarity Administrator also augments your other
monitoring tools with user-friendly analytics and
predictive capabilities. SAP IT Operations
Analytics and Lenovo XClarity Administrator can
analyze collected and additional data to deliver
a holistic overview of your entire data center –
such as predictive failure alerts, power and
temperature thresholds, serviceable events, and
more – along with data analytics to help you
effectively manage your landscape.
With clear visibility into your complex network
and data center devices, you can collect,
process, and analyze massive volumes of
streaming data – and resolve both system and
application issues in real time.

A powerful, analytics-based solution, SAP IT
Operations Analytics combined with Lenovo
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Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution

Overview dashboard combining various high-level information from Lenovo XClarity Administrator in one single view
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Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution

Dashboard showing OS performance-related data coming from SAP Host Agents
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Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution

Example of detailed dashboard with charts and drill-down capabilities on events recommending service to Lenovo customers
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Holistic monitoring and analysis of your entire
data center
Clear visibility into Lenovo systems and
SAP applications
One complete and integrated data
center monitoring solution

Example of detailed dashboard showing Security and Login-related events on systems on different types of charts
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Save time and money with one combined
data center analytics solution
Get a holistic, real-time overview of all events,
conditions, and issues in your Lenovo data
center landscape

This partnership between SAP and Lenovo combines the power of SAP IT Operations Analytics with
Lenovo XClarity Administrator, delivering major benefits to both data center and IT operators, and
senior executives:

Expedite root-cause analysis with powerful
drill-down

Get a holistic, real-time overview of all events,
conditions, and issues in your Lenovo data
center landscape

Gain deeper insights with pre-built
visualizations and dashboards
Augment existing tools with
non-disruptive analysis
Optimize IT resources
Reduce risk by optimizing and prioritizing
trouble tickets

By eliminating formerly segregated information on
servers and applications, you gain a ‘single pane
of glass’ view to your operations, letting you better
orchestrate your responses to alerts, events,
conditions, and issues. The number of tickets
open will be lessened, and the number of people
assigned to respond will be reduced – allowing
you to gain efficiencies and reduce costs.

information is in one place, when you receive an
event from one aspect of your operation, you can
quickly and easily gauge its impact on another
operational area. The solution delivers powerful
drill-down capabilities to help you quickly find the
root cause of problems, and help you identify data
trends. In the case of an outage, for example,
incremental filtering capabilities allow you to drill
down from a large dataset to find suspicious data
points, and then keep drilling down to find the
single root cause of the problem.
Gain deeper insights with pre-built
visualizations and dashboards

Predict problems before they happen

Expedite root-cause analysis with powerful
drill-down

Drive more business value from your
IT infrastructure

Along with other unique data capabilities, this tool
combines datasets in one view. Because all event

Previously, customers had to figure out which
metrics were important to them, and build
visualizations and dashboards on their own.
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Save time and money with one combined
data center analytics solution
Get a holistic, real-time overview of all events,
conditions, and issues in your Lenovo data
center landscape
Expedite root-cause analysis with powerful
drill-down
Gain deeper insights with pre-built
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Augment existing tools with
non-disruptive analysis
Optimize IT resources
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trouble tickets
Predict problems before they happen
Drive more business value from your
IT infrastructure

This solution provides a content package that
can be deployed in a near plug-and-play fashion,
letting you choose from a list of metrics that can
be easily implemented. You get user-friendly
dashboards with visualizations to help you
manage and optimize your data centers, without
having to manually identify and determine the
metrics to track.
Augment existing tools with
non-disruptive analysis
This combined analytics tool is not just another
set of monitoring tools. In fact, you do not have
to replace your existing tool set. Because it’s
analytics-based, the solution sits on top of your
existing monitoring tools to take in data from
numerous sources. It uses your existing
monitoring tools as input to give you an
enhanced overview of your data centers, and
provide you with analytics data to help you
effectively manage your entire landscape.

Optimize IT resources
With additional data from your infrastructure, you
get more insight into your IT landscape. You can
quickly identify server and storage systems that
are underutilized or stressed, and reallocate
resources accordingly.
Reduce risk by optimizing and prioritizing
trouble tickets
Managers need to understand the business
impact of an event – not just that a server is
down, or that a switch isn’t working. They need
to understand if a problem is mission critical,
and how it impacts the bottom line. This
solution integrates easy access to master data,
so you can evaluate the business impact of an
event using contracts and service level
agreements – important insight other solutions
typically do not offer.
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Save time and money with one combined
data center analytics solution
Get a holistic, real-time overview of all events,
conditions, and issues in your Lenovo data
center landscape
Expedite root-cause analysis with powerful
drill-down
Gain deeper insights with pre-built
visualizations and dashboards
Augment existing tools with
non-disruptive analysis

Drive more business value from your
IT infrastructure

Predict problems before they happen
With the solution’s forecasting functionality, you
can perform capacity planning and justify budget
spend. More importantly, you can prevent some
outages before they even occur, allowing you to
shift from being reactive to being proactive. Don’t
wait for alerts to come in and then respond: See
potential disruptions in the network and take
action before they happen, or be able to respond
more efficiently when they do occur.

Gain visibility for higher-level managers and
C-level executives such as CIOs, with an end-toend perspective of IT operations and data
center performance. When something goes
wrong, a single pane of glass view allows
managers to quickly identify – and assign teams
to remedy – the problem.

Get started with the complimentary Lenovo XClarity Administrator and SAP connector
Optimize IT resources
Reduce risk by optimizing and prioritizing
trouble tickets

To get the most from your Lenovo XClarity Administrator and SAP IT Operations Analytics
investments, leverage a free connector, jointly developed by Lenovo and SAP, to deliver direct
integration between the products, as well as pre-built dashboards to analyze your Lenovo
systems in the context of your SAP applications.

Predict problems before they happen
Drive more business value from your
IT infrastructure

Lenovo also includes a limited-use license of SAP IT Operations Analytics with each SAP HANA
appliance shipped, and offers SAP HANA and SAP IT Operations Analytics installation and
management services to help accelerate deployment.
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Summary
Streamline your IT operations, speed response
times, and reduce costs with SAP IT Operations
Analytics and Lenovo XClarity Administrator, a
single, unified view into both SAP applications and
your Lenovo data center operation. The analyticsbased solution can analyze collected and additional
data – and augment your other existing monitoring
tools – enabling you to resolve both system and
application issues in real time and more effectively
manage your data center landscape.

Solution
•• One easy-to-use joint solution delivering
information from both Lenovo XClarity
Administrator and SAP application
environments, in a single view
•• User-friendly data analytics and predictive
capabilities
•• Free connector for direct integration with both
products, plus pre-built dashboards to analyze
your Lenovo systems in the context of your
SAP applications

Objectives
•• Obtain a ‘single pane of glass’ view into
your integrated Lenovo server and SAP
application environments
•• Gain a thorough understanding of the data
center and SAP application environment
•• Predict and prevent Lenovo data center issues
before they occur

Benefits
•• Proactive management of your Lenovo data
center and SAP applications landscape
•• Resolve both system and application issues in
real time
•• Better orchestration of responses to alerts,
events, conditions, and issues
Learn more
For more information visit sap.com/itoa, the
Lenovo XClarity web page, or contact your SAP
or Lenovo representative.
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